Croydon Beekeepers’ Association
2017 September Notes
Chairman's chat
Now that the honey crop is in and your bees are settling down for the autumn, it's
time to think about entries for two important honey shows.
Firstly, the Croydon Honey Show is on 30th September. You will have had the
complete show prospectus with your membership renewal. The Croydon show is
friendly and relatively informal. The idea is to encourage as many of our members
as possible to have a go at entering the classes. Don't be put off if you think your
honey is “not perfect”, the important thing is to have a go. It's amazing how often
people entering for the first time walk away with prizes. You'll get plenty of
encouragement from fellow members.
Our local show is great practice for the National Honey Show which takes place this year between
26thand 28th October. Entries need to get to the show on the afternoon of 25th October but don't
worry if you can't get there, I'll take your stuff to the show if you get it to me in Caterham. Just
watch the deadline for entry forms which is 9th October. There are hundreds of different classes,
some of them fiercely contested by the most skilled honey producers in the world. There are
however, also classes specifically for Surrey beekeepers, and several Croydon members have won
places there.
A special incentive is the Douglas cup which is awarded to either Wimbledon or Croydon divisions
according to the points earned in the Surrey classes. You might remember the excitement last year
because there was only 1 point separating us. To get that one point, you just need a “commended”
award so it really is worth putting your entry in.
The National Honey Show is much more than the competition. There is a whole series of lectures
and workshops, not to mention the vast trade hall and plenty chat with beekeepers from around the
country. We are so lucky that the National show is so close to us, it's an ideal opportunity to
immerse yourself in bees and beekeeping.

Extraction meeting
Seventeen Croydon members and three guests gathered for our
annual extraction meeting on the last Sunday of August.
If you haven't come along before, this is a fun combination of social
gathering and honey processing in roughly equal measure, all in the
lovely surroundings of John Collett's farm. It's also partly a learning
opportunity and we had the complete range of attendees from our
most experienced beekeepers to a very enthusiastic and capable
five year-old. The chairman demonstrated the old adage that honey
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flows silently onto the floor if you don't keep an eye on it. Generally there was much stickiness, but
it was swiftly contained.When people weren't in the extracting room there was tea and a lovely
selection of cakes organised by Joyce and her team.
During the afternoon we extracted around 120lbs of honey
from the club's Hartley Down apiary, and it was a genuine
group effort with pretty much everyone having a go at
uncapping. The enjoyment on the afternoon was only made
possible by the hard work of the apiary team. Not only did they
produce the honey in the first place, but they had a session
before hand to set things up, and another afterwards to finish
the extraction and do the cleaning. I'd also like to thank Ken,
the farm manager, for making us so welcome at the farm and
John Collett for making the facility available to us.

Toilet project
We know that the lack of toilet facilities at Hartley Down is a discouragement for members coming
to our meetings, and it also limits what we can do by way of training events. We are very fortunate
to have a fantastic apiary managed by a hardworking team of people who give up their time every
Thursday. It is a shame that we have not been able to exploit it as fully as we might.
The good news is that we have had confirmation that we have been awarded a grant of £4000 from
Croydon Council under their “Ambitious for Parks” scheme. This will allow us to build a proper cabin
with one of the new style composting toilets. Our grant application was supported by the Hartley
Down Allotments Management Committee because it will be an important facility for all users of the
site.
There are a number of ‘wheels’ that have to turn before the toilet will be available, and some of
these ‘wheels’ may turn slowly, not least the application for planning permission. This is however
fantastic news about a very exciting project.

News from the Apiary
This season’s crop was taken off a week or so ago
and (as mentioned elsewhere), most of it was
extracted at our Brays Farm meeting attended by
over 17 members: a big ‘thank you’ to John Collett
for allowing us to use such excellent facilities. One
meeting of course is never enough to complete:
the apiary team had been at the farm previously,
equipment cleaning and yet again after the
meeting to complete the extraction. Very many thanks to Derek Read for organising all the
transporting to and from South Nutfield; also for the numerous trips he makes to complete filtering
and bottling – helpers are always welcome (please contact Derek if you are interested).
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On another matter, those of us who are signed up to the National Bee Unit site for regular updates
will have been informed this week (by email) that starvation has been evident in some parts of the
country and reminding everyone that 1:1 syrup may need to be fed especially after the honey crop
has been removed.
Also, no apologies for mentioning it again but Varroa, Varroa, Varroa are the names of the game if
you wish to over-Winter your colonies successfully. The workers born in Autumn have a completely
different physiology: they are needed to maintain the colony throughout the winter months and will
live for 4-6 months contrasted with the 40 day lifespan of the ‘summer’ workers. Workers
parasitised by varroa, infected with viruses or nosema etc. will tend to die early, populations will
then dwindle and then become unable to maintain brood nest temperatures in early spring; winter
bees are not replaced by early brood and finally the hives will perish. This is very evident when we
endure long cold Springs. NBU recommend that varroa checking is done 3-4 times throughout the
year; whilst we are aware of the dangers of over use of varroacides (appearance of resistant mites)
the advice is......... if in doubt treat early.
Best wishes
http://www.nationalbeeunit.com/public/BeeDiseases/varroaCalculator.cfm

Palace Bees
A new queen has landed in Palace. She (along with her
colony) is the latest installation in a joint project of
Crystal Palace Transition Town (CPTT) and St. John
the Evangelist church in Auckland Road. Since 2014,
we have been turning a churchyard full of brambles
into a lovely meadow garden oasis. It started with a
few beds for growing herbs and vegetables, and since
then we’ve expanded the edible garden and added
seating, a campfire ring, and even a hammock. Last
year, Sabine Mairey of CPTT led a crew in building a
bee enclosure so that we could make use of some donated beekeeping equipment from a member of
the church - his beekeeping must have been very successful, as our shelves are full of supers! The
boxes are made of good-quality cedar and have held up very well considering they haven’t been in
used for 30 years.
Sabine has been heading up our little bee club and has made countless appearances in a borrowed bee
suit, exhibiting a brood box so the community can learn more about honey bees and our project. At
CPTT events and the Crystal Palace Food Market, we collected around £200 in donations to help us
purchase further beekeeping equipment.
Sabine and I have learned about beekeeping through CBKA courses and apiary sessions, and we had
Mark Stott advising to make sure we have a good set-up for the bees. Richard Palmer kindly tended a
swarm this summer to get them ready for a move to the St. John's Meadow Garden, and in early
August, they finally arrived.
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The bees have been centre of much attention across various
Meadow stakeholders. During a Meadow working party a little
side-show bee orientation sprung up, as the crew were so charmed
to see the bees enjoying the mint and runner beans. There are some
lovely photos of that day, taken by our lead gardener who has been
thoroughly charmed by our new friends. For those with a Facebook
account, you can find them on the page, “St John's Meadow
Community Garden.”
‘The Hive’ is a coincidentally-named fellowship group that
meets at the church on Wednesdays. A few ‘Hivers’ had helped
prepare the bee enclosure, so we were keen to show off the bees
once they arrived. Hivers weren’t too sure about donning those
odd outfits to look in on the hive, but their curiosity got the
better of them. They seemed to really appreciate the peaceful
practice of observing bees at work. I can see that placing chairs
in the enclosure was a very good idea!
A running/volunteer group called ‘Good Gym’ has been helping
out in the ‘Meadow’, and last week Sabine persuaded a number
of them to go in for a closer look at the bees. No doubt they were
inspired by the busy bees as they scampered off to complete
their run.
Last week Sabine and her daughter Elume led a CPTT activity for young children to create bee baths
around the Meadow. We regularly see this "Palace Buds" group interacting with nature in that space,
so I'm sure we will see more bee-friendly events for them in the future.
Robin Buck
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Croydon Honey Show
Our Secretary Joyce Atkinson has provided some notes that Frank Castrique wrote for guidance in
2011. Frank looked after our teaching apiary and sadly passed away last year after many years of
service.

NOTES FOR HONEY SHOW ENTRIES

GENERAL
JARS .....British standard honey jars of matching cast marks and batch numbers (if possible) with no flaws,
bubbles in glass or distortions

LIDS ...Standard metal lacquered matching lids of same type with no dents, scratches or smears
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IDENTITY LABELS + ....To be fitted 12mm from bottom of jars and bottles; must be straight as per rules
for non jar items; no other markings except for '6 for sale' class.
HONEY.....Clear; no crystals, wax, bubbles, debris, clouding or bees leg; will be colour tested,
(correct colour test grading glasses available); will be checked for aroma, clarity, viscosity and taste
FILTERING LIQUID HONEY ...._Warm for liquidity; use 3 identical jar; filter 3 jars of honey
using linen as a filter; make up 2 jars filled to the top and save left-overs; leave a day or so to settle,
then skim off settlement and bubbles; leave again to settle then check for any fault; skim
bubbles and sheen off top; fill up jars so no light will be visible under lid when fitted; fit new lids
at this stage if required; slight travel honey is allowed on underside of lid; do this some time
before show and do not remove lid again at all to allow build up of aroma, a light (torch) will be
used to check honey for debris, clouding, crystallization on the bottom of the jar and bubbles
CLASS CHECKS:
CLASS 1 LIGHT.... A very difficult class as any faults are clearly visible.
CLASS 2 MEDIUM... Must be checked for all of above items, although rules do not disqualify heather honey,
it is difficult to judge along with liquid honey and is not recommended.
CLASS 3_ DARK... Any surface faults are clearly visible. CLASS 4
SET HONEY (CRYSTALISED OR CREAMED)
CRYSTALIZED... Some "frosting" is acceptable, jars should be well filled, the
bottom of the jars should be checked for debris. _
CREAMED HONEY This includes CREAMED HONEY and SOFT SET ....creamed honey is soft and semi liquid
and should be firm and dry on top and hold its shape if jar is turned upside down.

CLASS 5 CHUNK HONEY Chunk of comb honey should fill jars, be on the bottom and not floating,
and be right way up, this will also help to release bubbles; no wax particles floating on top of
honey; fill jar with same honey (if possible)
CLASS 6 CUT COMB.... Both combs should be identical and fill the box to specified weigh; the comb
should be dry and no loose honey in bottom of box.
CLASS 7 COMB FOR EXTRACTION Face of comb should be flat and protrude beyond the edge of the
frame so that it can easily be uncapped with a knife; when a light is applied to the back of the
comb no pollen or crystals should be visible; honey should be all the same colour;, comb
should be fully capped and (if possible) all the same colour and not stained.
CLASS 8 WAX ...Exhibit should be clean and bright with both surfaces smooth and polished; colour
does not matter but a light colour is best.
CLASS 9 MEAD ....Should be in a punted or semi punted clear cork topped bottle.
this class includes SWEET and DRY it is very difficult to judge both together (separate
classes for future suggested), the mead needs to be clear and bright when the bottle is
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twisted no sediment should rise from the bottom of the bottle, white plastic topped
corks to be used.
CLASS 11 - 'SIX JARS FOR SALE' .....All jars and honey must be identical. Labels must conform
to regulations and contain ‘Lot number’ or ‘Best before’ date, ‘Country of origin’
‘Name and address of producer’, Weight in metric (and imperia, second after metric
if required) 454 grams (1 lb) letters to be a minimum of4mm high.
Personal produced labels are permitted
CLASS 12... CANDLES Must be a matching pair in shape and colour, wick must be in centre of candle
both top and bottom , performance to conform to regulations ,one candle will be light for a
quarter of an hour, wax should puddle and not run over the side, burn without smoking , wick
should just curl at a gentle right angle, flame should be snuffed out and not blown out,
should be relight with ease when wax has solidified.
CLASS 13 HONEY CAKE Needs to be well cooked and not over cooked, must taste of honey, no sugar on
top or jam / cream inside, must conform to recipe.

CLASS 19 NOVICE .....As classes 1 to 5

HEAVIEST FRAME .....All debris etc included, everything including surplus wax, propolis, pollen,
DO NOT CLEAN

+ These are allocated when entries are submitted

FJC 07/2011

...............................................................................................................................................................
.....

Links for the enthusiasts



https://www.nbbka.org/honey/honeyShow/preparation.aspx



http://www.cumbriabeekeepers.co.uk/Cumbria/Documents/Presentation%20for%20honey
%20shows%200914.pdf
https://www.honeyshow.co.uk/shop/nhs-booklets/
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